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Introduction:

Bullit is a blockchain-based Data-Storage platform that provides users with robust privacy and 

control capabilities. Our mission is to democratize secure Data-Storage by providing an easy-to-use 

platform that does not require extensive technical expertise. By scaling across all Layer 1 (L1) 

blockchain networks and their communities, we have a tremendous opportunity to acquire a massive 

number of users each time we support a new blockchain.

Problem:

Existing Data-Storage solutions are often centralized, leading to a lack of privacy and security. For 

end-users, using decentralized Data-Storage services typically requires a lot of experience, and 

most solutions are not yet ready to use. For developers, implementing encryption and decentralized 

storage into existing applications can be complex and time-consuming, often taking months of 

research to integrate.

Solution:

Bullit aims to bridge the gap between the need for decentralized storage with embedded encryption 

mechanisms and the current market offerings. Our platform leverages blockchain technology to 

integrate multiple encryption mechanisms from various blockchain networks and decentralized 

storage projects. Bullit provides a simple, user-friendly web3 Dropbox interface for end-users and a 

streamlined integration process for developers, enabling them to employ their preferred encryption 

mechanisms and decentralized storage options through just a few lines of code.
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Features:

End-User Features:

0 Compatibility with multiple L1 blockchains, making Bullit’s services available to users of any blockchain 

network/

0 Multiple encryption mechanisms are sourced from diverse blockchain networks, ensuring unparalleled 

privacy and security/

0 A variety of decentralized storage projects, enabling users to securely store their data in a distributed 

manner/

0 A user-friendly interface simplifies the process of securely storing and sharing files/data, making 

secure Data-Storage accessible to users with varying levels of technical expertise.

Developer Features:

0 Seamless scaling across various L1 blockchains, expanding the potential user base and improving 

accessibility for developers working with different networks/

0 Streamlined integration, offering pre-built encryption mechanisms and decentralized storage options, 

which saves time and effort compared to traditional Web3 solutions/

0 Easy implementation of preferred encryption mechanisms and decentralized storage options through 

just a few lines of code, facilitating customization and adaptability/

0 Access to a wide range of encryption and storage solutions, allows developers to choose the best 

combination for their specific application requirements.

Business Model:

End-User Business Model:

0 Free access to basic features, including limited storage capacity and standard encryption options/

0 Premium subscription plans offer increased storage capacity, additional encryption options, and 

priority support.
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Developer Business Model:

4 Access to Bullit’s services through an API that charges based on usage, enabling developers to scale 

their applications efficiently and cost-effectively3

4 Customizable pricing tiers based on the specific encryption mechanisms, decentralized storage 

options, and L1 blockchain support required for each application.

Developer Business Model:

4 Access to Bullit’s services through an API that charges based on usage, enabling developers to scale 

their applications efficiently and cost-effectively3

4 Customizable pricing tiers based on the specific encryption mechanisms, decentralized storage 

options, and L1 blockchain support required for each application.

Target Audience:

Bullit’s target audience includes end-users and developers across various L1 blockchain networks, 

ensuring a broad reach for secure, decentralized Data-Storage and storage solutions.

Benefits:

4 End-users can access secure Data-Storage without the need for technical expertise or extensive 

knowledge, ensuring privacy and security3

4 Developers can leverage Bullit’s pre-built encryption mechanisms and decentralized storage options 

to integrate secure Data-Storage into their applications quickly, reducing time and effort3

4 Bullit’s secure Data-Storage platform ensures the confidentiality of data, building trust and confidence 

among users and businesses3

4 The platform’s compatibility with various L1 blockchains provides a wide range of options for users and 

developers, increasing the potential for mass adoption.

Supported Blockchain Networks by Bullit:

As Bullit moves into its first production live, we prioritize supporting stable and mature blockchain 

networks. We aim to ensure a reliable and secure user experience by focusing on networks that have 

successfully passed the test and beta stages. While we are excited about emerging technologies like 

Theta Edge Store, which is still in the testing phase, we will collaborate closely with Theta to support 

its network as soon as it is ready for integration.
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Blockchain Network Support Roadmap:

Binance Smart Chain


Done

Polygon Network


Done

Ethereum Network


Done
(Waiting for Edge Store release)

Theta Network


In progress

Encryption Mechanism Support Roadmap:

Lit Protocol


Done

Near Protocol 


In progress

ICP


In progress

Decentralized Storage Roadmap:

Web3.Storage


Done

Theta Edge Store


In progress (Testing phase)

NFT.storage


In progress

Powergate


In progress

Fleek Storage


In progress

Estuary


In progress

ChainSafe Storage


In progress



Conclusion:

Bullit’s secure Data-Storage platform provides an innovative and accessible solution that addresses 

the pain points of both developers and end-users. By leveraging existing blockchain networks and 

providing user-friendly interfaces, Bullit makes secure Data-Storage accessible to everyone, 

ensuring privacy and security for all. Our strategy of scaling to support all L1 blockchain networks 

and their communities further expands our potential user base and increases the chances of mass 

adoption. By offering tailored solutions for end-users and developers alike, Bullit establishes itself as 

the go-to solution for secure, decentralized file sharing and storage. With a strong focus on user 

experience, accessibility, and compatibility, Bullit is well-positioned to revolutionize the way 

individuals and businesses securely store and share their data.
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